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Abstract: Stylolites are among the most prominent features in compacted and deformed limestones. They appear as
dark lines in the rock and have a distinct geometry showing roughness on several scales and structures that are known
as teeth. A stylolite is a plane of localized dissolution where the development of the roughness is induced by the
collection of slower dissolving particles within the stylolite. In this contribution we show with a numerical model how
a stylolite roughens with time. We will illustrate with a number of movies of stylolite growth how these structures
develop in detail and how the growth changes from small to large scale. We will explore stylolite-growth using
scaling methods from statistical physics and show how the growth changes depending on the scale of the system but
also on the nature and size of the noise that induces the roughening. Finally a simulation with a large-scale noise
sitting on large grains and a small-scale noise in the background will be used to show how stylolites grow in a rock
that contains fossils or large ooids.
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Introduction
Stylolites are rough dissolution seams that occur in a
variety of rock types. They are very common in limestones and appear as dark surfaces that show a roughness
on several scales (Dunnington, 1954; Heald, 1955; Park
& Schot, 1968; Guzzetta, 1984; Merino, 1992; Railsback,
1993; Karcz & Scholz, 2003). Distinct features include

stylolite “teeth”, column like structures with stripes on
the sides and quite often a fossil on the top (Fig. 1, 2).
During a stylolite’s growth an increasing amount of material of the host-rock is dissolved at the interface and
material that dissolves slower or not at all is collected
and produces the dark or light seams that are characteristic for these structures (Fig. 2).

Figure 1. View of a large stylolite in carbonates from the Oman mountains, Oman.

See hammer for scale. Stylolite shows pronounced teeth.
Figure 2. Close up of a Stylolite in carbonates from the
Oman mountains, Oman.

Width of view is 10cm. Stylolite shows a variable
roughness down to small scale.

The dissolution of material at the stylolite interface is
induced by the weight of the overlying sediments in sedimentary basins or by tectonic stresses (Rutter, 1983). In
addition, chemical effects may play a key role in the dissolution process (Aharonov, E., Katsman, R., 2009). In
order for a stylolite to occur the dissolution will have to
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take place localized at the stylolite surface (Bathurst,
1987). If no localization takes place the dissolution is
pervasive and no distinct dissolution seam develops. The
reason for the ocurrance of this localization is still debated (Fletcher and Pollard, 1981; Merino, 1992; Merino et
al., 2006; Katsman et al., 2006; Aharonov and Katsman,
2009). The simplest answer is the existence of a heterogeneity in the host-rock, for example a bedding plane. In
addition chemical effects that are induced by the collected dark material within the dissolution seam may lead to
a feedback mechanism (Aharonov and Katsman, 2009).
Stress-concentrations may also lead to a feedback
(Fletcher and Pollard, 1981), however the stress-feedback
is debated recently (Katsman et al., 2006).
Current models of the roughness development of stylolites assume that the roughening itself is induced by
pinning “particles” that dissolve slower than the
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surrounding rock (Koehn et al., 2007). These particles
could be quartz grains, oxides or micas in a limestone, or
simply fossils. A stylolite can be visualized as an interface between two pieces of rock that are pushed into each
other. If a pinning particle meets the interface it will
“push” into the rock on the other side and a spike develops. The development of the spike can be stopped by several effects. One possibility is that the particle meets another pinning particle on the other side of the interface.
This could lead to a build up of stresses locally and the
originally pinning particle may be dissolved. In addition
two forces work against the pinning, surface energy favours a flat surface and leads to the destruction of spikes
and elastic energies will also concentrate at spike tops
and may destroy them (Schmittbuhl et al., 2004; Renard
et al. 2004; Koehn et al., 2007). Roughening due to pinning and the destruction of pinning particles leads to the
development of the typical stylolite pattern.
Elastic and surface energies scale differently at the
stylolite interface so that elastic energy is dominant on
the large scale whereas surface energy is dominant on the
small scale (Schmittbuhl et al., 2004; Renard et al. 2004;
Koehn et al., 2007). Therefore small stylolites will look
different compared to large stylolites or the roughness of
a stylolite will look different when you look at it in a
hand specimen compared to what it looks like in a thinsection. The most important input parameter is the size of
the pinning particles that produce the roughness (Ebner et
al., 2009). This noise is probably characterized by the
grain-size in most cases. A stylolite with large grains will
reach the elastic energy dominated regime much earlier
than a stylolite with small grains that will grow first in
the surface energy dominated regime (Koehn et al., 2007;
Ebner et al., 2009). Recent numerical models have shown
that the growth of a stylolite may be non-linear and that
the non-linearity depends on whether or not the stylolite
grows in the surface energy dominated or the elastic energy dominated regime (Koehn et al., 2007).
This article treats the growth of the roughness of a
stylolite and assumes that it starts to grow from an initial
heterogeneity in the host-rock, for example a bedding
plane. A numerical model is used to study the roughness
evolution of different stylolites and will illustrate the differences of the surface versus elastic energy dominated
growth regimes.
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Numerical Model
The numerical model is explained in detail in Koehn
et al., 2007. It is part of the Elle Microstructure Modelling software (Jessell et al., 2001; Bons et al., 2008) and
uses a lattice spring approach to calculate elastic stresses
(Koehn et al., 2003; 2006; 2007). The rock is described
by distinct particles (may represent actual grains) that are
connected with each other via elastic springs. Particles
will retain repulsive forces even if they are not directly
connected. Two pieces of rock are pushed against each
other with an initially horizontally aligned heterogeneity
where particles can dissolve. Note that the particles can
only dissolve directly at this interface. The fluid is assumed to be present at all times and diffusion is supposed
to be infinitely fast. This essentially means that the model
has no “real” meaningful time scale, because the process
of dissolution may be diffusion limited. However the real
time scale does not directly influence the roughness development (assuming that there is enough time for the
roughness to develop). In the simulation the model has
rigid outer walls, two frictionless sidewalls that are fixed
and top and bottom walls that are being pushed inwards
with a constant displacement (Fig. 3).
Figure 3. Setup of the numerical model.

Red particles dissolve slower.
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Pinning particles are included as particles that dissolve slower. Dissolution is calculated as follows (Koehn
et al., 2007)

where D is the dissolution rate of the interface, k a linear rate constant that is different between “normal” and
pinning particles, V the molecular volume, delta P the
difference in normal stress along the interface, delta ψ the
difference in Helmoltz Free Energy (sum of elastic and
surface energies) between a non-stress flat and a stressed
and rough interface, T the temperature and R the universal gas constant. For a derivation of the equation see
Koehn et al., 2003.
In the presented simulations the following parameters
were used: The Poisson ratio of the model is 0.33, the
Youngs Modulus 80 GPa, the surface free energy for calcite 0.27 J/m2, the molar volume for calcite 0.00004 m3/
mol and the dissolution constant for calcite 0.0001 mol/
(m2s) (Clark, 1966; Renard et al., 2004; Schmittbuhl et
al., 2004; Koehn et al., 2007). The average normal stress
on the stylolites is 40 and 10 MPa. The resolution of the
simulations and the physical size vary. Figure 4 and the
associated movie illustrate the growth of a stylolite in a
high-resolution simulation with 184,000 particles (400 in
the x direction).
Figure 4. Teeth development in a high-resolution simulation
(400 grains in x direction).

Real physical length of the stylolite is 2m and the
average normal stress 10 MPa.
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Note: Link to all online simulations.
Readers of the PDF version of this paper can
view the simulations online at:
www.virtualexplorer.com.au
Figure 4 and the associated movie already illustrate
the rich dynamics of the roughness growth. In the beginning the interface is fluctuating and teeth are not growing
very fast. Once the interface reaches a critical wavelength
the growth mode changes and larger teeth develop relatively fast. The teeth are still fluctuating on the smaller
scale and may be destroyed from the top or bottom but
are relatively stable compared to earlier fluctuations of
the roughness. The following section will discuss these
different growth modes in detail.

The growth of stylolites
We will first look at a series of three movies in low
resolution that vary in physical size (and thus also in
grain size).
Size effects – elastic and surface energies
The following simulations use models of low resolution with 100 particles along the horizontal direction so
that the individual particles become visible. Dark areas
represent the actually dissolved material, the original lattice filled the whole picture. The interface-particles that
can dissolve are red. The physical length of the first simulation (Fig. 5) is 10cm so that the grain size would be
1mm. The model contains 5 percent of pinning particles,
the pinning particles dissolve half as fast as the host-rock.
Figure 5 and the associated movie illustrate that the
stylolite grows relatively fast and develops at least one
very pronounced spike or tooth. These structures are typical for the elastic energy dominated growth regime. At
the presented settings the transition between the elastic
energy dominated and the surface energy dominated regime lies around the mm-scale. This means that as soon
as the wavelength of the roughness reaches this scale
(about 1 mm) the growth will be dominated by the elastic
energy. Since the grain size is already 1mm the stylolite
grows in the elastic energy dominated regime from the
beginning. Therefore it will develop relatively pronounced teeth. In addition this stylolite has relatively
good tracking abilities, it can memorize a large part of
the dissolution that took place at the interface. If one
compares the length of the spike and the dark area that
represents the dissolved material it can be seen that the
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length of the tooth reflects 50 percent of the dissolved
material. One tooth can always only record half of the
dissolution at the interface because the interface can fluctuate upwards and downwards. Therefore we can simply
double the length of this one spike and retain the full dissolution that happened at the numerical stylolite.

Figure 6. Medium size stylolite with a real physical length
of 1cm.

Figure 5. Large stylolite with a real physical length of 10cm.

Average normal stress 40 MPa.

Average normal stress 40 MPa.

Figure 6 and the associated movie show a simulation
that has the same settings as the one shown in figure 5
but with a smaller physical size (1cm length) and also a
smaller grain size (0.1 mm). The simulation now starts in
the surface energy dominated growth regime. Again the
critical wavelength that has to be reached in order to enter the elastic energy dominated regime is about 1mm, or
about 10 particles. One can see in the movie (Fig. 6) that
the interface is fluctuating in the beginning with more
rounded structures. These are typically for the surface energy dominated regime. The growth of the roughness is
at first relatively slow. However, after a short while the
wavelength of the roughness reaches the mm-scale and
grows faster.

Roughening of rocks: the growth of stylolites

The third simulation (Fig. 7 and associated movie) has
an even smaller physical length of 1mm (grain size of
0.01mm). Structures now grow in the surface energy dominated regime for quite a while and the stylolite’s
roughness is strongly fluctuating at first. However, even
here the wavelength can get large enough to reach the
elastic energy dominated regime and the first teeth develop. Compared to the stylolite in figure 6 these teeth are
larger. The actual compaction or dissolution is not fully
recorded in the teeth in figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 7. Small stylolite with a real physical length of 1mm.

real width. We can now calculate the width of the interface for the different time steps of the model run and
study the growth of the interface with time. From statistical physics we know that for such interfaces growth can
be best observed in log/log space plotting log of w
against log of t (width against time). Typically these interfaces show a linear growth regime in log/log space
with a characteristic growth exponent β until they reach a
wavelength that interferes with the system size, the
growth saturates and the amplitude of the interface becomes constant (Barabasi & Stanley, 1995; Koehn et al.,
2007; Ebner et al., 2009).
Figure 8. Different growth regimes of roughening interfaces
in log/log space (interface width versus time).

Average normal stress 40 MPa.

Scaling regimes and size effects
In order to understand the growth of stylolites in different scaling regimes (surface energy versus elastic energy) we employ methods from statistical physics (Barabasi & Stanley 1995). If we look at the width of a stylolite interface at a given time step in a simulation we first
define the mean height as:

where t is time, h is height of the interface (relative to
a reference), L is the system size (number of particles in
the horizontal) and i a counter along all particles in the xdirection (Barabasi & Stanley, 1995). The width of the
interface for a given time step is then:

where w is the width of the stylolite as a function of
system size Land time step t defined with a RMS (Root
Mean Square) function. h is the height of point i on the
interface and it is subtracted by the mean height to get the
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The two regimes can be defined as:
Regime I: w(L,t) ~ tβ
Regime II: w stays constant
In Regime I the growth follows a power-law with a
growth exponent β, whereas in Regime II the growth saturates and the stylolite loses its memory for compaction.
The growth exponent β changes between different stylolites, it can vary from 0.5 (strongly non-linear growth) in
the surface energy dominated growth regime to 1.0 (linear growth) when large fossils or grains pin the interface.
Variations of this exponent are illustrated in Koehn et al.,
2007 and Ebner et al. 2009, with 0.5 to 0.6 for the surface energy dominated regime and up to 0.8 for the elastic energy dominated regime. In addition the critical time
when saturation of the interface can be reached varies between different stylolites. The saturation as a function of
system size can only be reached when the stylolite has a
restricted length, which is the case for the simulations.
However, bedding parallel stylolites may not have a real
system size in reality (or they have a very large system
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size). In addition different growth regimes change the
critical time for saturation, so that saturation can be
reached relatively early in the surface energy dominated
growth regime but may not be easily reached in the elastic energy dominated regime. The following two simulations illustrate some of these effects. The only difference
between the simulations shown in figures 9 and 10 and
the associated movies is the real physical size. The stylolite shown in figure 9 has a real physical length of 0.02 m
(grain size 50 mm) and developed with an average normal stress of 10 MPa. Lower stresses (10 versus those
stylolites with 40 MPa) means that the surface energy dominated regime is active at larger sizes since the elastic
energy is lower if the stress is lower. The stylolite shown
in figure 9 and the associated movie has no pronounced
teeth or spikes and contains very low amplitude wavelengths. The movie illustrates that the amplitude is
reached relatively fast during the growth process and that
it does not change through most of the stylolite development. The wavelength is just fluctuating. This is exactly
what happens when the saturation time is reached. Dissolution is still happening at the interface but the amplitude
does not grow, the stylolite has lost its memory of compaction (or dissolution).

grow and develops teeth whereas the small stylolite saturates.
Figure 10. Simulation with a high resolution (400 particles
in x direction) illustrating elastic energy dominated growth.

Figure 11 shows both stylolites next to each other for
different growth steps. One can see that at step 50 the
stylolites still look a bit similar whereas from step 100
onwards the small stylolite already stops growing, whereas the large one starts to produce nice teeth and spikes.
Figure 11. Snapshots of the two stylolite simulations shown
in figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. Simulation with a high resolution (400 particles in
x direction) illustrating surface energy dominated growth.

The real physical length is 0.02 m, and the average
normal stress is 10 MPa.

The stylolite on the left hand side is just fluctuating
whereas the one on the right hand side develops pronounced teeth and spikes.

Figure 10 shows a simulation with the same settings
as the one shown in figure 9 but with a larger physical
length of the stylolite (initially 2m) and a larger grain
size of 5mm. Figure 10 already illustrates that this stylolite reaches the critical wavelength and grows pronounced teeth and spikes. The associated movie shows
that the initial growth of both stylolites (small and large)
is relatively similar but the larger stylolite continuous to

Finally we can plot these two simulations in log-log
space showing log of the mean width of the stylolites
versus log of the time steps in the simulations (Fig. 12).
Both plots in figure 12 show that the small and the large
stylolite grow with a similar growth exponent of 0.6, so
the growth is slow and non-linear. The small stylolite saturates relatively early, the mean width is just fluctuating
around a constant value after time step 30 to 40. The
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large stylolite continues to grow and does not reach saturation.

Figure 13. Simulation with almost no pinning, no roughness
develops.

Figure 12. Plot of the log of the mean width of stylolites
shown in figures 9 and 10 versus log of modelling steps.

The small stylolite (green dots) shows both growth
Regimes (I and II) whereas the larger stylolite (red
dots) shows only powerlaw growth (Regime I) and no
saturation (see also Koehn et al., 2007; Ebner et al.,
2009).

Pinning variations
In the previous chapters we have seen how elastic and
surface energies can influence the growth and appearance
of stylolites. However, the shape of the stylolite is also
strongly influenced by the nature of the noise or pinning
particles. This is illustrated in the following simulations.
In the first three simulations a variation of the amount of
pinning particles (0.5 to 20%, normally 5%) and of their
pinning “strength” are presented followed by one example of a bimodal grain size. Pinning has three parameters,
the size of the pinning particles (as seen in previous
chapters), the amount of pinning particles (0.5 to 20%,
normally 5%) and the pinning “strength”. In the simulations the pinning “strength” is defined by the amount the
pinning particles dissolve slower than matrix particles. In
previous simulations the pinning particles dissolved half
as slowly as the matrix and 5% of the particles where
pinning. The following three simulations have a mean
average stress of 40 MPa and an initial stylolite length of
10cm. The first simulation (Fig. 13) has a “normal” pinning strength but only 0.5% of particles pin. This leads to
no significant pinning, the surface remains flat throughout the simulation.

Roughening of rocks: the growth of stylolites

The second simulation (Fig. 14) shows a simulation
with 20 percent of pinning particles but a very low pinning strength. Pinning particles only dissolve by a factor
of 0.9 slower than normal particles. This pinning strength
is enough to produce a roughness, however this roughness is easily destroyed so that the roughness growth is
very slow.
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Figure 14. Simulation with 20 percent of pinning particles,
pinning very low.

Roughness development is very slow.

Finally the third simulation (Fig. 15) shows the
growth of a stylolite with 20 percent of pinning particles
and the normal pinning strength. Now the roughness develops very quickly with pronounced spikes and teeth.
The simulations shown in figures 13 to 15 clearly illustrate that the pinning can have a pronounced effect on the
shape of the developing stylolite. However, Ebner et al.
(2009) showed that the pinning strength and the amount
of pinning particles does not have a strong effect on the
scaling properties of the stylolites, including their growth
exponents. There are only significant changes in some
extreme cases. Most of the changes are directly linked to
the grain size and thus the pinning size, which was discussed in the first chapters.

Figure 15. Simulation with 20 percent pinning particles,
pinning normal.

A pronounced roughness develops very fast.

Bimodal grain size (or fossils)
The last simulation uses the highest resolution of 800
times 940 particles (752,000 particles in the mesh) and
shows a bimodal noise with 5 percent of small pinning
particles and 5 percent of larger grains (defined by clusters of particles) that also pin (Fig. 16). The length of the
initial stylolite is 8cm, the average stress is 40 MPa.
Figure 16. Simulation with a bimodal grain size producing
pronounced teeth.

Resolution is 800 small grains in the x-direction.

The small grains (grain size 0.1mm) produce a roughness that is similar to that of figure 6 whereas the large
grains (grain size about 4mm) produce pronounced teeth

Roughening of rocks: the growth of stylolites
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like the simulation shown in figure 5. Therefore it can be
clearly seen that figure 16 is a combination of two grain
sizes (those shown in figures 5 and 6) that produce
growth in very different regimes, the small grain size in
the surface energy dominated regime fluctuates and
grows slowly, whereas the large grain size, in the elastic
energy dominated regime, grows fast and produces pronounced spikes and teeth. The stylolite, as such, is dictated by the larger grain size; these grains produce the nice
peaks and record the compaction (dissolution).

Conclusions
Stylolites develop a roughness because slower dissolving particles pin the interface. The stylolite pattern is
a function of the size of the pinning particles (often the
grain size), the amount of pinning particles and the pinning strength. The strongest influence comes from the
size of pinning particles. This size dictates whether or not
the stylolite starts to grow in the surface energy dominated regime (slow and fluctuating growth) or in the elastic

Roughening of rocks: the growth of stylolites

energy dominated regime (fast growth that produces
spikes and teeth). If the grain size is bimodal these different growth patterns and speed can overlap. The largest
grain size will normally produce the dominating pattern.
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